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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia impacts all sectors, including the education sector. This pandemic has changed the use of face-to-face learning systems to online or distance learning. In this distance learning system, teachers are required to deliver learning materials well and pleasantly to students. This study aims to develop the flap book digital media to increase student interest in learning during the pandemic. This type of research is developed using the ADDIE method. The population of this study amounted to 24 students. The method used in data collection is observation, interviews, and questionnaires. The instrument used in data collection is a questionnaire sheet. The data analysis technique used to analyze the research data is descriptive qualitative and quantitative. The result of the analysis is that Lift The Flap Book's digital media received very good qualifications from experts to be suitable for use in learning. It was concluded that the media was very suitable for increasing the learning interest of third-grade elementary school students during the pandemic.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Corona Virus Disease outbreak, also known as Covid-19, has shocked several countries globally, especially in Indonesia. This covid-19 virus first occurred in Wuhan, China, in December 2019 and came to Indonesia in early 2020, precisely in March. The outbreak of the covid-19 virus has closed various existing institutions, including educational institutions, to interact directly (Haryati et al., 2021; Wahyunii et al., 2021). The closure of this educational institution resulted in a change in the learning system that started face-to-face to now turn into online (Purnamasari et al., 2020; Ridha et al., 2021; Sintema, 2020). This change in the learning system to online requires teachers to take a creative approach in a short period (Muthuprasad et al., 2021; Rasmitadila et al., 2020). So that teachers begin to use existing and new technologies to support student learning online, namely using platforms such as WhatsApp groups, Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, and various other online (Jones et al., 2021; Kalogerou, 2020; Setiawan & Aden, 2020).

Learning done at home online changes student habits that cause bored on Android not to meet with peers that interest in learning decreases (Fikri et al., 2021; Sutarto et al., 2020). However, interest in
learning is significant during the learning process. The teacher in learning media can cause a student's interest in the learning process. The learning media used by the teacher is not only integrated but can also increase students' interest in learning to be able to learn more about the themes or topics discussed in the media (Kristanto et al., 2021; Sukendar et al., 2018; Suryawan et al., 2021). If students have a high interest in learning, it will produce significant learning achievements (Awe & Bengé, 2017; Fauziah et al., 2017; Ricardo & Meilani, 2017). On the other hand, low interest in the learning process means that learning outcomes and motivation decrease (Fauziah et al., 2017; Nurrita, 2018; Waluya et al., 2019).

Based on the results of a survey conducted by the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2012, which was reported, pop-up in the field of science, Indonesia students were ranked 64th out of 65 countries with an average score of 382, while Malaysian students received an average score of 382. an average of 420, Thailand received an average score of 444, and Singapore obtained an average score of 551. This survey report shows that the quality of learning in Indonesia is still low, especially in science education (Nugrahanto & Zuchdi, 2019; Nusantara et al., 2021). This survey is also in line with The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2018, showing that students in Indonesia scored lower than the OECD average results in reading, science, and mathematics when compared to the OECD average. Some students in Indonesia only perform at the highest proficiency level at Level 5 or 6 in at least one subject. The picture above shows that the value of science in Indonesia only reaches 396, below the OECD average, which is a score of 489 (OECD, 2019).

Based on a preliminary study conducted by researchers, there is a decrease in interest in learning science in the material characteristics of classifying animals and plants in class III Ciracas 10 Elementary School. The results showed that the learning materials in books are challenging to understand, learning media are less effective, and many students are less active in participating in learning online so that students interested in learning to participate in science learning decreases. This study is shown, no more than 60% of students already have a high interest in learning. This state can be seen from the student learning outcomes of 24 students who have scored 85 to 100 only six students, four students who get 75 points, five students who earn 65 points, and the rest get 50 marks as many as nine students. So, as a solution, the researchers used the innovative Lift the flap book digital learning media in increasing interest in learning science for third-grade elementary school students.

Research on interest in learning that has been carried out previously, such as developing an Interactive Multimedia Learning to increase student interest in learning, teachers use a variety of learning activities (Hera & Yuliani, 2020; Knoop-van Campen et al., 2020; Pranoto, 2021). Increasing students' interest in reading in English using narrative texts while creating student interest in learning and reading can be done with comic media (Kristyanto & Rahayu, 2020; Phoon et al., 2020; Rachman, 2018). Developing snake and ladder game media to increase student interest in learning and social science learning outcomes in elementary schools (Syawaluddin et al., 2020). Understanding Student Interest in School Science Using learning episodes shows that when assessing the interest of a learning episode, students focus more on the form of the activity than on the topic of content and learning (Swarat et al., 2012). Interest in learning taught by high-quality teachers using ICT-based learning media is higher than the average student interest in learning that is not guided by high-quality teachers, with an average difference of 4,096 (Yusrizal et al., 2019).

Class teachers use E-Learning media, namely Quipper School to attract students' interest in learning English, so they are interested in improving English skills as a daily language during this era of globalization. Electronic modules developed using 3D Pageflip Professional software can be transferred such as books, pictures, audio, animation, and videos are needed to facilitate teachers in providing learning materials related to the culture of the students' environment (Asrial et al., 2020; Handayani et al., 2021; Wulandari et al., 2021). AR-based interactive learning media and pop-up books can increase the learning independence of autonomous students, namely by using mobile phones (Elmunsyah et al., 2019; Ruiz et al., 2014). Technological devices such as Android tablets and smartphones with camera functions run AR Technology as the primary device (Auluya & Muniasih, 2020; Elmunsyah et al., 2019). This study describes the various kinds of media used to increase interest in learning. Still, in this study, no one has innovated a way to increase student interest in learning in elementary schools by using digital lift the flap book media. This study aims to develop lift the flap book digital media to increase student interest in learning during the pandemic.

2. METHOD

The research method used is design-based research. The model used in the digital lift the flap book design is a development model from ADDIE. The ADDIE model consists of five stages: analysis, design, development, implementation, and Evaluation. First, the analysis stage analyzes student learning needs,
determines media objectives, and determines the content or material to be delivered in class III, selecting the appropriate media for learning. Second, the design stage compiles a flowchart to describe the content in the digital media lift the flap book, choosing the right images and colors for students. Third, the development stage is the stage to realize a product. At this stage, the researchers developed learning media carried out according to the design. Fourth, the implementation stage is the application of media that has been created and developed. Fifth, the evaluation stage is measuring the achievement of development goals.

The ADDIE development model in this study only uses two stages, namely the analyze stage and the design stage. At the analysis stage, the researcher determines the fundamental problems in learning. The situation felt by students is the low interest in the learning process because of difficulties in understanding the material. Therefore, students need Android tablet media that can help run active and effective learning activities. This stage was carried out by interviewing class teachers and distributing questionnaires to third-grade students in Ciracas 10 Elementary School. Furthermore, at the design stage, researchers designed media that functioned to increase student interest in learning during a pandemic in science lessons, in the form of a digital lift the flap book by making media flow in the form of flowcharts.

This research was conducted with 24 third-grade students at Ciracas 10 elementary school-aged analysis stage of 8-9 years. The methods used in collecting data are observation, interviews and questionnaires. The instrument used in collecting data is a questionnaire sheet. The technique used is a student learning interest questionnaire during a pandemic. The score rating for the validation of digital lift the flap book media is in table 1. Table 1 rating the media lift the flap book validation score. This digital form determines whether the media created by the researcher is suitable to be used as an increase in interest in learning science for third-grade elementary school students on animal growth materials. The data analysis technique used is descriptive qualitative and quantitative analysis.

### Table 1. Rating The Validation Score of Digital Lift the Flap Book Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Answer</th>
<th>Scale / Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81-100</td>
<td>Very Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-80</td>
<td>Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>Fairly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-40</td>
<td>Not Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>Very Inappropriate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

**Result**

The analysis was conducted by interviewing the classroom teacher by asking several questions related to the learning process, the level of interest in learning, the use of learning media, the availability of instructional media, and students' character in everyday life. At this stage, learning media will be determined that need to be developed to help increase students' interest in learning science. In addition, a needs analysis was also carried out by filling out questionnaires by students given by researchers to determine interest in learning science during the pandemic. Based on data analysis, the results of the statement indicator answers regarding student learning interest during the pandemic. The first positive statement is about me taking science lessons with pleasure, 20.8% of students answered strongly agree, and 75.0% of students also agreed. The second statement, which is negative, is that the teacher is not pleasant in teaching in the classroom, causing me to be a lazy student to take science lessons, 37.5% of students answered strongly disagree, and 8.3% of students answered agree. The third statement is that I am passionate about learning science because the teacher teaches with fun media by getting 12.5% of students answering strongly agree, and 58.3% of students giving agreeable answers. The fourth statement is about trying to pay attention to the teacher while explaining the material by obtaining 8.3% of students answered strongly agree, and 20.8% of students gave agreeable answers while 58.3% of students gave disagreed answers. This result proves that students strongly agree if the teacher teaches using fun learning media. Still, students' interest in learning science is also low because they ignore the material being explained by the teacher.

The fifth statement is about me taking notes when the teacher explains the material. This result showed that obtaining 33.3% of students giving answers strongly agreeing to note the material, 54.2% of students providing agreeable answers, while 42.4% of students giving answers strongly disagreeing with the teacher explaining the material students take notes. The sixth statement is about not having fun alone when the teacher explains learning material with fun learning media. By getting 16.7% of students answered strongly agree, 54.2% of students gave agreeable answers. In comparison, 12.5% of students gave strongly
disagreed answers if students prefer to be cool alone when explaining the material with fun learning media. The seventh statement is about an assignment/homework. Ask the teacher if I have difficulty understanding science learning material by obtaining 16.7% of students giving strongly agree answers, but 62.5% of students providing disagreeable answers and 12.5% of students giving strongly disagreeing answers. This statement also proves that students’ interest in learning science is low because many students do not actively ask questions or participate in online learning. The eighth statement is about I enjoy trying to do science questions by getting 20.8% of students giving answers strongly agree and 66.7% of students giving answers agreeing to try to do science questions. Still, 12.5% of students do not decide to try to do science questions themselves because they have better do other fun activities if they are bored with online learning.

The ninth statement, which is about the task given by the teacher, made me more interested in learning science by getting 16.7% of students answered strongly agree, 70.8% of students gave agreed answers. In comparison, 4.2% of students answered strongly disagreed that they were interested in science learning if only given assignments. The tenth statement is about me doing the assignment/homework given by the teacher correctly by getting 25.0% of students answered strongly agree and 75.0% of students answered agree. The Eleventh Statement is about studying at night before learning the next day by obtaining 20.8% of students answered strongly agree, and 66.7% of students gave answers agreeing to study at night. In contrast to 8.3% of students responded that they did not agree, and 4.2% of students answered that they did not agree if they had to study at night. The twelfth statement is about more fun playing than repeating learning with learning media by getting 45.8% of students giving answers strongly disagree. However, 16.7% of students giving answers agreeing that playing is more fun than repeating learning. Even more so if it’s learning science that they don’t like.

The statement in the questionnaire on students’ interest in learning science during this pandemic proved that there were two statements that grade III elementary school students had low interest in learning science, namely the fourth statement. This result showed that 58.3% of students answered that they disagreed if they had to pay attention to the teacher while explaining the material, and the seventh statement was 62.5%. Students answered disagree if students were led to actively ask the teacher if they had difficulty understanding the material. Therefore, researchers provide a solution to increase interest in learning science for grade III elementary school students with digital lift the flap book media. Media Lift The Flap Book Digital, which was developed in this research known as Lift The Flap Book Perwan (Animal Growth) Digital, is designed through a flowchart with three parts: introduction, content, and closing. The introduction section of the Media Lift, The Flap Book Digital, contains pages, namely a cover, foreword, and instructions for use. The second part has orientation, learning materials, and evaluation. The closing section includes a glossary, bibliography, and profile. The results of the development of the Digital Flap Book media are presented in Figure 1. Media validation related to the media aspect of Lift The Flap Book Digital is carried out through the validation of media, language, and material experts. The validation results in the Table 2.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 1. The Flap Book Digital**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validator</th>
<th>The average percentage of validation results (%)</th>
<th>Scale/Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Expert Validation</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Expert Validation</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguist Validation</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Very Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Average Overall Score</strong></td>
<td><strong>87%</strong></td>
<td><strong>Very Eligible</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the digital media validation assessment questionnaire Lift The Flap Book in table 2 by material experts, an average percentage of 80% of the criteria for this media is considered...
feasible. The validation assessment by media experts also gets an average percentage of 80% with criteria that are classified as feasible. In addition, validation assessments by linguists regarding language use get an average percentage of 100% with classified standards as very feasible. It can be concluded that the overall results of the digital lift the flap book learning media get 87% which indicates this media is very suitable for use by third-grade homework students in Gracas 10 elementary school.

Discussion

The low interest in student learning during the pandemic caused teachers to complain about student participation in the online learning process (Pikri et al., 2021; Primasari & Zulela, 2019). It is difficult for teachers to judge whether their students study seriously because of online learning. Some students are engrossed in themselves, such as intentionally posting recorded videos (Moorhouse, 2020). If a group discussion is conducted, some students will become silent readers, and their answers will be slightly shorter. This research is also supported that 1 out of 58 students know online learning very well (Suryaman et al., 2020). Twenty-three out of 58 students understand, and the rest answered that they understood little what was conveyed. In addition, students find it difficult to understand the learning materials provided by the teacher even though they have used various media platforms. This state is the cause of students’ low interest in learning science.

One way to overcome the problem of students' low interest in learning science is done with the help of learning media. The use of media in learning is a must in this digital era because elementary school students are members of the Alpha generation who are naturally familiar with the technology (Abdullah et al., 2021; Riyanto & Gunarhadi, 2017; Saputri et al., 2021). Instructional media is a teaching aid or material that can be used by a teacher in conveying the topic of learning material to students to make it easier for students to understand the material that has been given. Instructional media also has a significant influence on the quality of education (Admadja et al., 2016; Ahmadi & Maharani, 2019; Nopriyanti & Sudira, 2015). There are criteria that need to be considered in choosing learning media, namely firstly, attractive, which means that the media used by a teacher must be appealing to students. It can motivate or interest students to learn; third, learning media must be relevant/appropriate according to students’ age and learning materials. In addition, instructional media are classified as Audio Media, Visual Media, Audio-Visual Media, Multimedia, and a Media Reality (Hyun-Jeong Lee, 2015; Nomleni & Manu, 2018).

Instructional media to improve the learning experience and attract elementary school students’ interest is by integrating books, computers, and robots (Chen et al., 2011; Simanjuntak & Budi, 2018). Based on the results of the validation, the instructional media "Lift The Flap Book Perwan (Animal Growth) Digital" by material experts, media experts, and linguists shows that this media has an average criterion of being very suitable for learning for third-grade elementary school that students. This state can be seen in the aspect of the suitability of the media with students’ cognitive development, which is measured in the media validity test. Validation of media includes the suitability of the media with essential competencies and indicators, the accuracy of the objectives of science learning, the material presented in this media is by during this the truth of science and instructional media materials used. Safe for elementary school students that only require a computer or mobile phone to download instructional media (Helsa et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2020; Istuq’Iroh et al., 2020). This media gets an average rating classified as decent because the material content listed is by the curriculum and is easily understood by students.

This result is by the language validation test, which is getting an average assessment classified as very feasible because the language used in this media is easy for students to understand. The researcher uses everyday Indonesian, which does not cause multiple interpretations so that students easily understand the content of the media presented (Marpanaji, et al., 2018). The sentence structure used is related and appropriate. The design aspect in using storylines and picture illustrations gives a good effect for elementary school students who can provide moral values and are mutually sustainable not to be separated and support each other to express messages to readers. The learning media "Lift The Flap Book Perwan (Animal Growth) Digital" gets an average rating of quite decent. The paper size used by the lift the flap book is A5 by the size of a picture storybook in gen storybook is in line with researchers who state that subject matter presented in the form of illustrated stories will be easier to digest. This assessment is quite feasible because the illustration images used are by the learning material, the size of the image illustrations is appropriate, not too big and not too small, The attractive color combination with the characteristics of elementary school students can attract student’s attention when reading animal growth material (Cahyani & Jayanta, 2021; Huang et al., 2020).

The instructional media "Lift The Flap Book Perwan (Animal Growth) Digital" can be concluded based on the overall results of the average media validation test. The result explained that this media is very suitable for third-grade elementary school students because it has advantages. These advantages of media, including learning media including three dimensions, illustration presentation interesting pictures and
storylines by the learning materials so that they are easy to understand, giving surprise writing behind piles of images that can be opened or closed, the language used is Indonesian every day. Thievery day can only be downloaded once on a computer or mobile phone that can be used any time without the need for internet. This media already includes the suitability of characteristics in third-grade elementary school students who are still in the concrete operational stage at 7-11 years. When students are still at this stage, it is impossible to think abstractly or imagine something abstract. In other words, students think based on concrete or real experiences. Therefore, students need concrete instructional media in pictures and stories that students can realize in everyday life.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of data analysis, it was found that Lift The Flap Book's digital media received very good qualifications from experts. It was concluded that Lift The Flap Book's digital media was suitable for use in learning. Lift The Flap Book's digital media can increase the learning interest of third-grade elementary school students during the pandemic.
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